Genetic instability of cancer cells generates resistance after initial responses to chemotherapeutic agents. Several oncolytic viruses have been designed to exploit specific signatures of cancer cells, such as important surface markers or pivotal signaling pathways for selective replication. It is less likely for cancer cells to develop resistance given that mutations in these cancer signatures would negatively impact tumor growth and survival. However, as oncolytic viral vectors are large particles, they suffer from inefficient extravasation from tumor blood vessels. Their ability to reach cancer cells is an important consideration in achieving specific oncolytic targeting and potential vector replication. Our previous studies indicated that the Sindbis viral vectors target tumor cells by the laminin receptor. Here, we present evidence that modulating tumor vascular leakiness, using VEGF and/or metronomic chemotherapy regimens, significantly enhances tumor vascular permeability and directly enhances oncolytic Sindbis vector targeting in tumor models. Because host-derived vascular endothelium cells are genetically stable and less likely to develop resistance to chemotherapeutics, a combined metronomic chemotherapeutics and oncolytic vector regimen should provide a new approach for cancer therapy. This mechanism could explain the synergistic treatment outcomes observed in clinical trials of combined therapies.
Introduction
The goal of cancer gene therapy is to achieve specific and efficient delivery of gene therapy vectors to tumor cells while reducing the impact of unwanted toxicity, associated with the vector of choice, to normal tissues. In addition, to maximize therapeutic effects, an ideal vector system should be able to achieve systemic delivery, through the bloodstream, to distal or metastasized tumor cells. Several viral vector systems have been developed to specifically transduce tumor cells by modification of viral structural proteins [1] [2] [3] [4] or to selectively replicate in tumors by taking advantage of tumor-specific signaling pathways. 5, 6 Currently, however, only a few viral vector systems, among which is Sindbis vector, 7 are capable of systemic delivery without dramatically reducing efficacy. Along with tumor specificity and systemic delivery, a vector must efficiently penetrate tumor vascular structures to reach and transduce cancer cells.
Tumor growth depends on angiogenesis and many cancer therapy agents have been developed to target newly formed tumor blood vessels. 8 Unlike normal vessels, the endothelium cells in tumor vessels are less organized and unusually leaky. 9 Abnormal blood vessel leakiness has been known in tumors, and higher levels of leakiness correlate with histological grade and malignancy. 10 The vessel leakiness can cause extravasations of plasma proteins and even erythrocytes in some extreme cases (hemorrhage). These phenomena have been supported by evidence from several experimental tumors, including extravasations of small soluble tracers such as radioisotopes, albumin, dextran, as well as larger particles such as colloidal carbon and liposomes up to 2 mm in size. [11] [12] [13] Intratumoral hemorrhage is an extensive form of vascular leakiness, which ranges from scattered extravasated erythrocytes to a blood lake, consisting of larger collections of erythrocytes surrounded by tumor cells. 14, 15 Such vessel leakiness may be the direct result of hyperactive angiogenesis and vascular remodeling in tumors. On the other hand, increased leakiness of tumor vessels allows deeper penetration and may provide a means to selectively deliver cancer therapeutic agents into tumor tissues. In particular, tumor vessel leakiness should have an important function in the delivery of larger therapeutic agents, such as oncolytic viruses, into tumors.
Our previous findings indicate that vectors based on the Sindbis virus are capable of systemic tumor targeting through the bloodstream. 7 Immunohistochemistry data indicate that the vector targets tumor tissue closely associated with vascular structure. 16 Sindbis vector targets laminin receptor (LAMR) on cancer cells for specific binding and infection. 17 Intracellular LAMR precursor (37-kDa LRP) is crucial for cellular ribosomal function, 18 whereas its mature 67-kDa form is important to mediate cancer cell migration and metastasis. 19 Furthermore, LAMR seems to be essential for cell survival. The importance of LAMR for oncogenesis makes Sindbis vector suitable for oncolytic purposes. Also, the fact that Sindbis transduction causes tumor death by inducing apoptosis, [20] [21] [22] even without adding cytotoxic payload genes, makes Sindbis-derived vectors promising therapeutic agents for cancer therapy. 16, 23 In this report we used an oncolytic vector system based on Sindbis virus to achieve selective targeting and replication in tumors. Two types of vector systems have been adopted for use of cancer gene therapy. The replication-defective (RD) vector system is capable of transient transgene expression by replacing the viral structural gene with desired therapeutic gene. 24 Taking advantage of the viral subgenomic promoter, the RD system is capable of high-level transgene expression. We previously showed the use of RD Sindbis viral vector to detect and monitor tumors in small laboratory animals using molecular imaging methods, such as bioluminescence 7 and positron-emission tomography. 25 The second type of Sindbis vector is replication competent (RC). Another set of subgenomic promoter is harnessed to drive the expression of viral structure genes. 26 Thus, the RC Sindbis vector has great oncolytic potential to infect, proliferate and spread within the tumor.
Several chemotherapy agents have been developed for first-line treatments of cancer, including taxanes (paclitaxel and docetaxel) and platinum-based drugs (cisplatin, carboplatin and oxaliplatin). These drugs do not specifically target tumor cells, but rather interfere with cell division. For example, paclitaxel blocks microtubule dissembly during mitosis. Cisplatin causes DNA damage resulting in cell-cycle checkpoint and apoptosis. Therefore, in addition to cancer cells, these drugs also damage normal dividing cells of tissues with rapid regeneration, such as bone marrow, hair follicles and gut mucosa. As a result, most chemotherapeutic agents have narrow therapeutic indexes due to high host toxicity.
Cancer cells are not the only rapidly dividing cells in tumors. Dividing endothelial cells in growing blood vessels in tumors should also be susceptible to chemotherapeutic agents. 27 Furthermore, as endothelial cells originate from normal host tissues, they are assumed to be more genetically stable and carry less genetic defects than cancer cells. This feature makes endothelial cells less likely than cancer cells to develop drug resistance especially after prolonged treatments of chemotherapy. Therefore, cancer cells that are resistant to a particular chemotherapy agent could indirectly respond to the agent through an attack of the tumor vasculature. Damaged tumor blood vessels may result in increased vascular permeability.
Little is known about the correlation between vector delivery/transduction kinetics and tumor vascular leakiness. In this report, we provide in vivo bio-optical imaging evidence that specific transduction of Sindbis vector directly correlates with vascular leakiness in tumors. Furthermore, enhancing tumor vessel leakiness using a vector carrying a vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) gene or cotreatment using chemotherapy agents, such as paclitaxel and cisplatin, greatly enhances vector delivery and transduction in tumors. Our results suggest that, in addition to strategies currently used involving tumor-specific surface markers or cancer-type specific signaling features, modulation of tumor vascular leakiness could provide an additional layer of tumor specificity. Thus, the capability to manipulate tumor vessel leakiness could be an important tool to achieve improved cancer gene therapy using oncolytic viruses, especially due to their intrinsically larger size compared with other smaller agents.
Materials and methods

Cells and vector preparation
Hamster BHK and mouse N2a cells (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) are maintained in aMEM (JRH Bioscience, Lenexa, KS) with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and in modified Eagle media (MEM; JRH Bioscience) with 10% FBS, respectively. ES-2/Fluc cells were derived from human ES-2 ovarian cancer cells 28 and were maintained in McCoy's 5A medium (Mediatech Inc., Herndon, VA) with 10% FBS.
Constructions of RD-Sindbis/Fluc and RD-Sindbis/ LacZ are previously described. 7 RD-Sindbis/mPlum was constructed by insertion of a DNA fragment encoding the mPlum protein (from pmPlum plasmid; Clontech Laboratories Inc., Mountain View, CA) into pSinRep5 replicon plasmid at the PmlI site. We performed similar procedures to generate RD-Sindbis/VEGF using a DNA fragment from pBLAST49-mVEGF plasmid (InvivoGen Inc., San Diego, CA). Production of Sindbis vector particles are achieved by in vitro transcription of replicon (from pSinRep5) and helper (from pDH-BB) RNAs, followed by electroporation of both replicon and helper RNAs into baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells as previously described. 16 An RC-Sindbis/Fluc vector was constructed by insertion of a second subgenomic promoter and viral structural genes downstream of firefly luciferase gene as previously described. 26 Imaging Qtracker 800 quantum dot was obtained from Molecular Probes Inc. (Eugene, OR). AngioSense 750 was purchased from VisEn Medical (Bedford, MA). The fluorescent imaging was carried out using IVIS Spectrum imaging system (Caliper Life Sciences Inc., Hopkinton, MA). Each image of indicated excitation/emission matrix was acquired for 1 s at aperture setting of f4. The raw sequential imaging data were analyzed using the Living Image 3.0 software (Caliper Life Science Inc.) to unmix concentration maps for Qtracker and AngioSense.
All animal experiments were performed in accordance with NIH and institutional guidelines. BHK cells (1.5 Â 10 6 per mouse) were subcutaneously (s.c.) inoculated into severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice (female, 6-to 8-week old; Taconic, Germantown, NY). The mouse neuroblastoma tumors were induced by s.c. injection of 1.5 Â 10 6 N2a cells into SCID mice 13 days before treatments. For better visualization, we remove excessive fur on the skin over the tumor and its surrounding region. The setting for dual mPlum/AngioSense imaging is as following: ex605/em660, 680 and 700 nm, followed by ex745/em800, 820 and 840 nm. Bioluminescent imaging of luciferase activities was performed as described before. 7 Tumor sizes were measured using the formula: p/6 Â length (mm) Â width (mm) 2 .
Statistical analysis
We used Prism 4 for Macintosh (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA) to perform statistical analysis of our data. Quantitative imaging data and tumor growth curves were analyzed using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) or t-test. Survival data were analyzed using Kaplan-Meier log-rank test. All P-values generated were in two-tailed.
Results
Near-infrared fluorescent imaging of tumor vessel leakiness in vivo To visualize tumor vessels and vascular leakiness, we used two different near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent probes, Qtracker and AngioSense, for in vivo molecular imaging of tumor vasculature. Qtracker is a nontargeted fluorescent nanoparticle (20-50 nm in diameter) with a broad excitation wavelength (400-700 nm) and an emission wavelength at around 800 nm. The surfaces of these quantum dots are chemically modified to reduce nonspecific binding and immune responses, making Qtracker a useful imaging tool for in vivo imaging of tumor vessels with minimal leakage from the vasculature. The rigid sphere shape of the nanoparticle makes Qtracker stable in circulation. In contrast, AngioSense is a smaller and flexible NIR fluorescent macromolecule (250 kMW). Unlike Qtracker, AngioSense has a narrower excitation wavelength at 750 nm and an emission wavelength at around 800 nm. AngioSense is designed as an NIR imaging probe for vascularity, perfusion and vascular permeability. Although both NIR probes have similar emission wavelength at B800 nm, it is possible to distinguish their specific distribution by using different excitation wavelengths (B500 nm for Qtracker and B750 nm for AngioSense).
Taking advantage of our IVIS spectrum imaging system, which is capable of acquiring sequential fluorescent excitation-emission images of the same subject, we intravenously (i.v.) injected the Qtracker/AngioSense mixture into a tumor-bearing mouse to determine if we could visualize general tumor vessel structure and vascular leakiness ( Figure 1 ). An SCID mouse, bearing an s.c. BHK tumor, was used for its known vascular leakiness for Sindbis vector delivery. To visualize general vascular structure, we performed the first sequential imaging matrix 100 min after tracer administration through the tail vein ( Figure 1a ). For leakiness imaging, a second imaging matrix was performed 24 h after tracer injection ( Figure 1a ). The reconstructed concentration maps at 100 min indicate that both Qtracker and AngioSense signals have similar distribution patterns that identify general vessels in the tumor (Figure 1b , green arrows). However, the 24-h concentration maps suggest that the Qtracker signals still retain a similar distribution pattern as before, whereas the AngioSense develops a more disperse and widespread pattern than the 100-min images, indicating vascular leakiness in these regions ( Figure 1b , red arrows). In addition, the IVIS spectrum system is capable of analyzing the excitation-emission matrix and generates a reconstructed concentration map of Qtracker and AngioSense in each mouse ( Figure 1c ). These data indicate that although AngioSense is capable of imaging general vascular structure within a short period of time (o3 h) after its administration, prolonged incubation (X24 h) provides a means to visualize leaky tumor vasculature.
Sindbis viral vector transduction correlates with tumor vessel leakiness
Having established the ability to visualize leaky vascular regions in tumors, we tested if there is a correlation between tumor leakiness and Sindbis vector transduction. In the first set of experiments, we used an RD vector carrying the mPlum gene. Originally derived from DsRed protein, mPlum fluorescent protein has a redshifted functional spectrum (ex, 590 nm; em, 650 nm) suitable for in vivo imaging.
On day 0, a single dose of i.v. RD-Sindbis/mPlum vector was injected into an SCID mouse bearing an s.c. BHK tumor. A single dose of AngioSense was also i.v. administrated on the same day and the first IVIS imaging matrix for both mPlum and AngioSense signals was acquired 2 h after AngioSense injection (Figure 2a , day 0). Follow-up images of mPlum expression and AngioSense retention in the tumor were acquired on day 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7. For simplicity, Figure 2a only shows the images of the optimal excitation-emission pairs for mPlum (ex605/ em660 nm) and AngioSense (ex745/em800 nm). AngioSense signal on day 0 only shows the major tumor vessels because the majority of the tracer is still in free circulation. Starting on day 1, as circulating AngioSense starts to extravasate from leaky blood vessels and is retained in surrounding tumor tissues, we were able to distinguish tumor regions that showed higher vascular permeability. This process requires a period of time (424 h) to achieve sufficient contrast for imaging tumor vascular leakiness. After a single injection, the tumor AngioSense signals are retained for about 24-48 h and gradually fade away starting at 72 h.
A biofluorescent marker, such as mPlum, requires a higher level of expression for IVIS detection. That none or very little of mPlum signal was detected in the tumor during the first 24 h (Figure 2a , day 0 and 1) was not surprising, because the vector needs some time to amplify sufficient mPlum protein for IVIS detection. Starting on day 2, tumor-specific mPlum signals were observed in tumor regions whose size and shape are very similar to day-1 AngioSense signals (green arrow), suggesting that the initial RD-Sindbis/mPlum transduction occurred at the viable tumor regions that have high vascular leakiness. Also, the AngioSense signal pattern on day 2 indicated that the tumor was expanding and there was a region showing exclusion of the probe (white arrow). Sindbis infection is known to cause apoptosis and tumor necrosis. 16, [20] [21] [22] The loss of AngioSense signals indicated necrotic tumor tissue with reduced permeability. By day 3, when the mPlum signal became very strong, most of the mPlum-positive regions seemed to correlate with the necrotic tumor region. Due to probe excretion from the urinary track (as evident by strong bladder signal on day 2), the AngioSense signals started to fade away on day 3 and very little remained by day 7. On the other hand, mPlum signals remained in necrotic tumor tissue and were detectable until day 7, suggesting that sufficient mPlum protein, which was produced inside tumor cells after Sindbis/mPlum transduction, remained within the necrotic tissue thereafter.
To verify that the necrotic tumor region was caused by Sindbis/mPlum transduction, we reconstructed the concentration maps of mPlum and AngioSense using the imaging data set obtained on day 3 (Figure 2b ). The necrotic tumor tissue is not autofluorescent under the mPlum imaging setting due to its more redshift properties. As shown in the composite image, the fact that both mPlum and AngioSense signals are distinctively present strongly suggests that the necrotic region is directly caused by Sindbis transduction. This result is in accordance with our previous histology data that indicates Sindbis-induced apoptosis and tumor necrosis occurs within 2-3 days. 16 We believe that the vector is able to transduce tumor and express transgene during the first 24 h. The fact that we were not able to detect mPlum expression during the first 24 h is likely due to technical limitation of the biofluorescent protein, which is intrinsically less sensitive and requires a higher level for in vivo imaging compared with bioluminescent luciferase methods. Unlike the RDSindbis/mPlum vector that requires more than 1 day to visualize tumor-specific transduction, a parallel experiment using the RD-Sindbis/Fluc vector indicates that firefly luciferase provided better sensitivity. We were able to detect tumor-specific luciferase signal on day 1 (Figure 2c ). In addition, the luciferase signals correlated nicely with the leaky vasculature as indicated by AngioSense signals. These results support our hypothesis that vascular leakiness is important for Sindbis vector tumor targeting.
VEGF enhances tumor vascular leakiness and promotes Sindbis vector transduction
We tested whether enhancing tumor vascular leakiness would benefit Sindbis vector delivery and transduction in tumors. An RD vector (RD-Sindbis/VEGF) was constructed to deliver a mouse VEGF gene. Besides having a key function in regulating blood vessel growth in both normal and pathological conditions, VEGF was first identified as a vascular permeability factor (VPF). (Figures 3a and b) . As expected, higher vessel leakiness in RD VEGF/Fluc-treated tumors resulted in higher RD-Sindbis/Fluc transduction (Figures 3c and d) . As early as day 2 (Figure 3c ), we observed significantly higher luciferase signals in tumors treated with RD VEGF/Fluc mixture, indicating that the vector is capable of transducing and expressing sufficient VEGF during the first 48 h of the treatments. In subsequent treatments, the vector system is capable of expressing sufficient VEGF during the first 24 h (Figure 2c ). This result supports the idea of modulating tumor vessel leakiness to improve viral vector delivery and transduction. 
Chemotherapeutic agents synergize with Sindbis vector in tumor eradication
To test whether chemotherapeutic agents synergize with Sindbis vector in tumor eradication, we used our previously established ES-2/Fluc ovarian cancer model. 28 I.p. inoculation of SCID mice with ES-2/Fluc cells results in widespread metastases in the peritoneal cavity. Tumor growth can be monitored using IVIS to detect the firefly luciferase activity of the cells (Figures 4a and b) . A suitable chemotherapeutic agent is paclitaxel, because it has been shown to inhibit tumor angiogenesis at low concentration and endothelium cells are 10-100 times more sensitive to this agent than tumor cells. [30] [31] [32] [33] As expected, combined treatments of paclitaxel (at 16 mg kg À1 on day 1, 4, 7 and 11) and RD-Sindbis/LacZ (daily from day 1 to 11) significantly reduce tumor burden and suppress tumor growth during the course of treatments (Figure 4a ). Paclitaxel treatment alone only slows down the tumor growth but it is unable to reduce tumor load even after repeated treatments (Figure 4b ). RD-Sindbis/LacZ alone showed better tumor killing during initial treatments compared with Taxol. However, tumor load recovery on day 10 suggests that the vector only kills tumor cells it can reach during initial treatments, whereas unreachable tumor cells continue to grow.
The effectiveness of combined therapy is also reflected by the prolonged survival observed (Figure 4c ). The combined therapy group (Taxol RD-LacZ) had the longest median survival, which is 36 days, compared with 17 days of the untreated control group, 28 days of the RD-LacZ treatment group or 32 days of the Taxol treatment group (Po0.0001, n ¼ 9, log-rank analysis of trend). By day 46, three mice survived in the combined therapy group whereas only one survived in the Taxolonly group. IVIS imaging revealed that few of ES-2/Fluc tumor cells remained in the combined therapy group (Figure 4d) . The results suggest that paclitaxel increases vessel permeability thereby enhancing the therapeutic effects of Sindbis vector. However, this result cannot rule out the possibility that paclitaxel simply kills more tumor cells without extensively damaging tumor blood vessels.
Chemotherapeutic agents and VEGF increase vessel leakiness and enhance therapeutic efficacy of oncolytic RC-Sindbis vectors
To determine whether chemotherapeutic agents synergize with oncolytic RC-Sindbis vector in tumor eradication by 26 instead of an RD one to further enhance the tumor transduction signal output in N2a tumors. RC vector carries a full set of viral structural genes to support its replication. Specific tumor infection of RC vector could result in oncolytic effects by intratumoral vector replication and amplification. We also tested if the combination VEGF and paclitaxel further promote RC-Sindbis vector replication in tumors. Because prolonged expression of VEGF might promote tumor growth, we used RD-Sindbis/VEGF mixed with RC-Sindbis/Fluc (1:1) to ensure temporary expression of VEGF in tumor. Therefore, after the mixture vector treatments, a persistent tumor luciferase activity indicates successful delivery, infection and propagation within tumors, or in other words, shows successful oncolytic activity.
To test if chemotherapeutic agents enhance the propagation and spreading of oncolytic RC vector in tumors after initial infection, we only treated the mice with the vector mixtures (RD-VEGF/RC-Fluc or RDLacZ/RC-Fluc) once at the beginning of treatments (day 0), following by repeated treatments of Taxol on day 1, 3 and 6. AngioSense was injected on day 1 and the retention kinetics in tumors was monitored on day 1, 2 3 and 6 (Figures 5a and b) . The VEGF gene alone significantly enhances AngioSense retention in tumors (P ¼ 0.0476), as well as to the same extent as does Taxol treatment (P ¼ 0.0114). The combination effects of VEGF and Taxol further increase the vascular leakiness in the N2a tumors (P ¼ 0.0291). In addition, the analysis of the AngioSense data on day 6 (Figure 5c ), when most of the free circulating AngioSense tracer has been cleared from the body, shows significant retention in tumors treated with RD-VEGF alone (P ¼ 0.022) or with Taxol alone (P ¼ 0.0045). The combined Taxol/RD-VEGF treatments further enhance the vascular leakiness (P ¼ 0.035).
The Taxol treatments enhance vascular leakiness that in turn supports active in situ replication and propagation of RC-Fluc in N2a tumors (Figures 5d and e) . The luciferase signals observed in tumors are from active replication (or oncolytic) activity of RC-Fluc vectors. RD vectors (VEGF or LacZ) can only temporarily infect and express its transgenes. Without repeated Taxol treatments, the oncolytic activities of RC-Fluc were only short lived, suggesting failure to actively propagate in the tumor. Temporal expression of VEGF by RD-VEGF can achieve a brief enhancement, but it gradually faded away by day 6 due to the apoptotic nature of the vector. 16 However, in a combination of RD-VEGF and Taxol, the RC-Fluc can achieve better active oncolytic activities (P ¼ 0.038). The effectiveness of combined therapy is also reflected by diminished tumor growth (Figure 5f ).
We also tested if another chemotherapy agent, cisplatin, has similar effects if metronomically administrated. As with Taxol, cisplatin treatments significantly increased vascular permeability in s.c. N2a tumors (Figure 6a ) and 
Discussion
In this report, we use novel molecular imaging techniques to visualize the correlation between tumor vascular leakiness and oncolytic vector delivery. Our results indicate that blood vessel permeability in tumors has a significant function in successful vector targeting. Sindbis virus is considered a small virus with an average size of 60-70 nm in diameter, compared with other viruses recently developed for gene therapy purposes (adenovirus 90-100 nm, vesicular stomatitis virus 65-185 nm and lentivirus 95-175 nm). Combined with its natural bloodborne capability, the smaller size makes Sindbis vectors suitable for systemic delivery. However, viral vectors are very large in comparison with chemotherapeutic agents. Methods to enhance vessel permeability may dramatically enhance the therapeutic efficacy of viral vectors against cancer. Using bio-optical NIR probes, we can specifically determine vascular leakiness and establish the kinetics of Sindbis vector transduction in tumors. This method should be of significant value for studying physiological conditions in tumors during or after oncolytic viral treatments.
VEGF was first identified as a VPF, 29 and subsequent studies revealed the importance of VEGF in tumor vascular development and angiogenesis. However, the fact that VEGF-induced angiogenesis does not require VEGF-induced vascular permeability suggests that these two functions of VEGF are separate entities. 34 In short term, VEGF-mediated vascular permeability leads to accumulation of a fibrin barrier around tumors, 35 which may limit their malignant properties. VEGF modulates endothelial cell-cell junctions, including adherens, tight and gap junctions, through signaling of Src family kinases and/or various protein tyrosine phosphatases. 36 These short-term functions of VEGF increase permeability without the need of genomic replication of cellular DNA.
However, the negative impacts of prolonged expression of VEGF, by promoting vascular development in tumors, may outweigh the benefits of the VEGF-induced vascular leakiness. Although tumors naturally expressing high levels of VEGF may provide an additional layer of Viral vector targeting by leaky tumor vasculature J-C Tseng et al specificity for Sindbis targeting, it is known that longterm expression of VEGF would promote tumor angiogenesis and metastasis. 37 Because elevated VEGF expression is associated with many human cancers, 38 several oncolytic viral strategies have been designed to target neovasculature 39, 40 or to suppress VEGF activities in tumors. The combined anti-VEGF therapies, either using shRNA, 41 soluble VEGF receptor 42 or cotreatment of anti-VEGF antibody, 43 are aimed to inhibit the long-term functions of VEGF that promote new blood vessel formation and tumor growth. Such proangiogenic function of VEGF can be suppressed by metronomic agents, and thus counteract any residual proangiogenic property of the administrated VEGF.
In normal tissue, prolonged expression of VEGF would cause inflammation. 44, 45 Thus, to avoid the long-term expression, we propose the use of an RD vector system for VEGF gene delivery, which ensures temporary expression of VEGF at initial infection sites. Such limited expression could prevent tumor related angiogenesis, as a result of prolonged exposure of VEGF, while providing sufficient vessel permeability to maintain active oncolytic replication of RC Sindbis vectors within tumors (Figure 5) . The increased vessel permeability would also promote subsequent distribution and spreading of the oncolytic vector from cell to cell within tumors after initial transduction.
By targeting rapidly dividing cells, conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy agents affect not only proliferating tumor cells but also various types of normal cells, such as those of the bone marrow, the hair follicles, the gut mucosa and, more importantly, the endothelium of the growing tumor vasculature. 27 The anti-angiogenic effects of chemotherapy could indirectly contribute to their antitumor efficacy. By administrating such drugs in small doses on a frequent schedule or 'metronomically' (weekly, several times a week or daily), their anti-angiogenic effects seem to be enhanced and maintained for prolonged periods. 27 In addition, this mechanism could explain the better and synergetic treatment outcomes observed in clinical trails of combined oncolytic viruses (such as Onyx-015) and chemotherapeutics. 46 Traditionally, conventional chemotherapy has been administrated at more toxic 'maximum tolerated dose' (MTD), which requires 2-to 3-week breaks between successive cycles of therapy for patients to recover from myelosuppression. However, such long periods of time may cause repair of tumor vasculature, because the proportion of dividing endothelial cells in tumor blood vessels might be too low for the MTD chemotherapy regimen to have significant impact. 47 After cancer cells, due to their intrinsic genetic instability, acquire resistance to chemotherapy agents, MTD regimens could counteract the potential benefit of anti-angiogenic effects. By contrast, many studies of preclinical models indicate that metronomic chemotherapy is effective in treating tumors in which the cancer cells have developed resistance to the same chemotherapeutics. 48 Thus, metronomic chemotherapy regimens have the advantage of being less acutely toxic, making prolonged treatments and suppressing angiogenesis possible. For example, it has been shown that some metronomic regimens suppress circulating endothelial progenitor cells. 47 Combining metronomic chemotherapeutics with oncolytic vectors might be a promising strategy for cancer treatments. One immediate advantage is that chemotherapeutics induce damage in tumor blood vessels and increase vascular permeability for oncolytic vector delivery. Oncolytic viral vectors should retain efficacy in killing tumors that have developed resistance to conventional chemotherapeutic regimens. Because they are designed to selectively target cancer cells through tumor-specific promoters or surface proteins that are important for cancer cell proliferation or survival, it is less likely that tumor cells will develop resistance to viral vectors. On the other hand, it is comparatively easier to acquire resistance to chemotherapeutics. One such example is the upregulation of multidrug resistant 1 gene in human breast cancers, which encodes the P-glycoprotein drug-efflux pump. 49 As a result, cancer cells can easily evade several chemotherapy drugs by modulating expression of a single gene. Therefore, combined metronomiconcolytic vector regimens may provide new hope for cancer patients with relapsed disease due to acquired resistance after conventional MTD chemotherapy.
Of course, it is possible to envision a mechanism by which chemotherapeutics and/or VEGF directly enhance replication of the oncolytic vector in tumors instead of targeting tumor vasculature. However, this does not appear to be the case for paclitaxel, because pretreatment of cancer cells with the drug does not enhance vector replication and expression of reporter genes (data not shown). In addition, expression of VEGF does not increase the titer of Sindbis vector production.
Chemotherapeutics may have broad and complicated effects in tumors that contribute to the additive antitumor effects. In this study, our data indicate that one of the possible mechanisms is by modulation of vascular leakiness in tumors. In summary, the combined therapy takes advantage of the specific antitumor capability of oncolytic viral vectors and the modulation of angiogenesis by both viral vectors and chemotherapeutics. National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health and Department of Health and Human Services supported this study. Funding was also provided by a gift from the Litwin Foundation and a Research and License agreement between NYU and CynVec.
